
What the cat sign says is..

a place where cats come out and gather.
If you're looking for a cat, please use it as 
a landmark.

Cats live in villages south of the island.
Each cat has its own territory.

Precautions
Most cats are used to people, 
but sometimes they can 
scratch or bite. Please be 
careful.

Touch the cats gently so that     
you won’t surprise them.
Refrain from intruding into  

private property.
Take your trash home with you.
Keep an eye on your children. 

What to bring
◇Disinfecting Wipes

◇Tissue
◇Portable First Aid Kit
◇Trash Bag 

― if needed
◇Motion Sickness Medication
◇Camera 
※There are restaurants, beverage 
vending machines, and small 
shops on the island.

It is a worth watching Instagram Account 
that posts pictures of cats in Yushima. 
It‘s also helpful to check the name of the 
cat. （@cat_island_traveler）

～ How to use the leaflet ～
Enjoy a stroll on Yushima island with this route 
map showing narrow alleys and cats’ locations. 
We recommend using it with another leaflet, 
‘Yushima's Cat Directory’.

Location Map of Cats
Each cat has its own name. 

These cats are special cats selected from another leaflet. ‘Yushima’s Cat 
Directory’ or Instagram ‘#湯島猫名鑑’. The blue numbers below are the 
location where the cats appear on the map on the back of the leaflet.

The white lighthouse was built in 
1916 and has an illustration 
of cute cats. 
(※about 20 min 
from the port
※only stairs 
available to go up)

You can see the magnificent views 
of sunrise and 
sunset, and take 
photogenic 
pictures of cats.
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Odd-eyed mother and child with 
different colored eyes. You’d be 
lucky if you could meet them. 
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It is located 
in the middle 
of the island✨
Some of cats 
would appear?!
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Shop Ako-ju

Higher encounter rate 
with the boss cat “Rose”

on the coastline.
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Pretty cats
which draw in customers in shifts 
or appear like a god of cats  
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There are 
many cats 
where you 
can meet cats 
living along 
the coast. 
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※Please pay attention to the departure time of the liner※
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Easy Course
※Flat Road

※Please refer to the 
map course down below.

West Coast3

Cats and a 
statue of cats 
are going to 
welcome you.

Why don’t you 
look for cats 
that you could 
meet in narrow 
alleys?

There’s an original cat 
stamp here! Why don’t 
you send a postcard to 
your family 
or friends? 
※Open 
on weekdays

Move to 
the ‘Easy Course’ 
down below
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Cats relaxing on the 
bench and also at the 
cat's house

Original Cats’ tin 
badges are on sale 
by the capsule-toy 
vending machine.

You can meet cats and 
enjoy the beautiful 
coastal scenery.

The shade of 
the giant Akou
tree, which is 
over 100 years 
old, is also

popular 
with 
cats.


